violence

noun
vi·o·lence | ˈvī-lən(t)s, ˈvī-ə-

Definition of violence

1a : the use of physical force so as to injure, abuse, damage, or destroy
b : an instance of violent treatment or procedure
2 : injury by or as if by distortion, infringement, or profanation : outrage
3a : intense, turbulent, or furious and often destructive action or force the violence of the storm
b: vehement feeling or expression: fervor also: an instance of such action or feeling
c: a clashing or jarring quality: discordance
4: undue alteration (as of wording or sense in editing a text)

**Synonyms & Antonyms for violence**

Synonyms
force, foul play

Antonyms
nonviolence

Visit the Thesaurus for More

**Examples of violence in a Sentence**

They need to learn how to settle their arguments without resorting to violence. movies filled with sex and violence

See More

Recent Examples on the Web

Under the deal, the Taliban would agree not to allow Afghanistan to be used as a base for terrorist attacks, and negotiators would attempt to secure a reduction in violence leading to a cease-fire. — David Zucchino, BostonGlobe.com, "Taliban attack 2d Afghan city in 2 days as peace deal nears," 1 Sep. 2019 The government condemned the protesters for engaging in violence, damaging property and endangering the public. — Los Angeles Times, "New violence erupts in Hong Kong after protesters march in defiance of police ban," 31 Aug. 2019

These example sentences are selected automatically from various online news sources to reflect current usage of the word 'violence.' Views expressed in the examples do not represent the opinion of Merriam-Webster or its editors. Send us feedback.

See More

**First Known Use of violence**

14th century, in the meaning defined at sense 1a

Keep scrolling for more

**Learn More about violence**

Share violence

Post the Definition of violence to Facebook  Share the Definition of violence on Twitter

Resources for violence

Time Traveler! Explore the year a word first appeared
Dictionary Entries near violence

violational
violaxanthin
Viole d'Orchestre
violence
violent
violently ill
violentness

Phrases Related to violence

do violence to

Statistics for violence
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Time Traveler for violence

The first known use of violence was in the 14th century

See more words from the same century

Keep scrolling for more

More Definitions for violence

violence

noun

English Language Learners Definition of violence

: the use of physical force to harm someone, to damage property, etc.
: great destructive force or energy

See the full definition for violence in the English Language Learners Dictionary

violence

noun

vi·o·lence | ˈvī-ə-ləns

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/violence
Kids Definition of *violence*

1: the use of force to harm a person or damage property
2: great force or strength especially of a kind that involves destruction

Timothy was not purposely trying to frighten me about the *violence* of the storm ...— Theodore Taylor, *The Cay*

Keep scrolling for more

More from Merriam-Webster on *violence*

Thesaurus: [All synonyms and antonyms for *violence*](https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/violence)

Spanish Central: [Translation of *violence*](https://www.spanishcentral.com/translate/violence)


*Britannica English*: [Translation of *violence* for Arabic Speakers](https://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/196905/violence)

*Britannica.com*: [Encyclopedia article about *violence*](https://www.britannica.com/a/violence)

Comments on *violence*

What made you want to look up *violence*? Please tell us where you read or heard it (including the quote, if possible).

**WORD OF THE DAY**

**pell-mell**

in confusion, disorder, or haste

Get Word of the Day daily email!
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**Test Your Vocabulary**
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